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Overview
The Named Storage feature allows you to define a storage location, such as a SAN, with a userconfigurable name so that the same physical location can be used across Mac and Windows
platforms even though the local path to that storage is different on each machine. Named
Storage can be used within a cluster to permit access to files by multiple machines of either
platform belonging to the cluster.
You implement Named Storage using command line interface (CLI) commands. For detailed
instructions on using the CLI, please refer to the Episode Advanced User’s Guide. To access CLI
help for instructions in using Named Storage, enter the following in the CLI:
Windows: episodectl ns --help
Mac: ./episodectl ns --help

Named Storage Simple Example
Windows Machine1 accesses a media location on a SAN using a windows path S:\
Mac Machine2 accesses the same location using a mac path /Volumes/MediaSAN/
In order for Episode to recognize both locations as the same physical storage, the CLI Named
Storage feature can be used. You enter a CLI command on each machine that gives the physical
location a name common to both machines. Then when that name is used, the system consults
the lists of named storage and matches the storage name with the actual path so that the files
can be moved from storage using the direct path. This process bypasses the IO Server, helping
to prevent the IO Server from becoming a bottleneck.

Follow the steps below to implement Named Storage for your Episode computers. The steps
assume that there are two Windows and Mac example machines. You can use the same steps
for any number of machines. Just change the example storage name to the storage name of
your choosing, and change the example paths to the paths your machines use to access the
storage. Even if your machines all use the same path, you should still run the Named Storage
command on each one to enable Named Storage on that machine.
1. Make sure Episode is launched and running on each affected computer.
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2. Open a terminal window.
a. Windows: Click Start, enter cmd.exe in the search box, and double click cmd.exe.
b. Mac: Go to Finder > Applications > Utilities, and double-click Terminal.

3. In the command window at the command prompt (> or $), enter the following command
to add the SAN as Named Storage accessible by both the Windows and Mac machines:
a. Windows Machine1:
> cd C:\Program Files\Telestream\Episode 6\bin
> episodectl ns --add MediaSAN S:\

b. Mac Machine2:
$ cd /Applications/Episode.app/Contents/Resources/engine/bin
$ ./episodectl ns --add MediaSAN /Volumes/MediaSAN/

Note: Replace the MediaSAN storage name above with the storage name you want to use.
Also replace the S:\ (Win) and /Volumes/MediaSAN/ (Mac) example paths with the paths your
Windows and Mac machines use to access the storage.

The Episode command line returns a confirmation:
a. Windows:
Added: MediaSAN=file:/S%3a/ to ClientProxy
Added: MediaSAN=file:/S%3a/ to Node
b. Mac:
Added: MediaSAN=file:/Applications/Episode.app/Contents/Resources/
engine/bin/Volumes/MediaSAN/ to ClientProxy
Added: MediaSAN=file:/Applications/Episode.app/Contents/Resources/
engine/bin/Volumes/MediaSAN/ to Node
That’s all you need to do. Episode on both machines will now be able to access the SAN.
You can apply this same process to as many Episode machines as you may have in your facility
to enable all of them to directly access the Named Storage device.
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